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Peranakan language

• a mixed language, combines Indonesian and Low 

Javanese (Ngoko). 

The morpheme: Ngoko, 

The lexical item: Indonesian.

• spoken by Chinese descendants, 

in East Java

(Rafferty 1984:248, 266)
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Javanese and Indonesian

• closely related, being in the same Western 

sub-group of Austronesian languages.

• The vocabularies are largely distinct 

(approximately 20% cognate).

• The structures are quite similar and most 

Indonesian morphemes have counterparts 

in Javanese.

(Dreyfuss 1979:249-250)
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Occurrence of Javanese and 

Indonesian forms in Peranakan
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Active and passive 

constructions in Javanese
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Active and passive 

constructions in Peranakan
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Propositive constructions in 

Javanese
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Characteristics of a propositive 

construction in Javanese

1. It expresses commissives speech act.

2. The predicate is propositive, expressing
intention, which means to propose, to
have a desire to do something at present
or in the future.

3. The agent is first person singular.

4. During the speech act, the work has not
been done yet (irrealis).

(Marsono, in Paina 2010:65)
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tak in normal passive construction
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tak in propositive construction
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tak in propositive construction

• Active
(4) a. Aku tak m-angan sega dhewean.

1SG tak AV-eat  rice  alone
'Let me eat rice alone.', 
'I am going to eat rice alone.'

b.  Aku tak dhewean m-angan sega.
1SG tak alone   AV-eat  rice

• Passive
(5) a. Sega=ne tak=pangan-e dhisik.

rice=the tak=eat-e    in.advance
'Let me eat the rice first.', 
'I am going to eat the rice first.'

b. *Sega=ne tak dhisik pangan-e.
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Propositive constructions in 

Javanese
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Propositive constructions in 

Peranakan
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Suffix -i

• Noun base
a. to act as or to be (the base) with reference to 
the object (Sneddon 1996:86), or to be 
something in relation to the object (Robson 
2002:48).
ketua 'leader' -> me-ngetua-i (Indonesian), ng-
etua-ni (Javanese), ng-etua-i (also in 
Peranakan) 'to act as a leader'.

b. to apply or give (the base) to the object 
(Sneddon 1996:85), or to provide with or apply 
to (Robson 2002:47).
bumbu 'spice' -> mem-bumbu-i (Indonesian), m-
bumbo-ni (Javanese, Peranakan) 'to give some 
spices to'.
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Suffix -i

• Verb base
a. 'locative', to perform the action in a spatial 
relation to the object, whether this be 
approached, occupied or avoided (Robson 
2002:46).
datang or teka 'to come' -> men-datang-i
(Indonesian), n-eka-ni (Javanese), n-dateng-i
(also in Peranakan) 'to come to'.

b. Indicate plurality, either of the subject or the 
object, or repetition or intensity of the action of 
the verb (Robson 2002:49).
koncek 'to peel' -> ng-oncek-i (Javanese, 
Peranakan) 'to peel'.
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Suffix -i

• Verb or adjective base

Causative

basah or teles 'wet' -> mem-basah-i

(Indonesian), n-eles-i (Javanese), m-

basah-i (also in Peranakan) 'to make wet'.

mati 'to die' -> *me-mati-i (Indonesian), m-

ate-ni (Javanese, Peranakan) 'to kill, to 

switch off'.
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Propositive constructions in 

Peranakan
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tak=...-ane and tak=...-ine in Peranakan

• Seven interviews in May 2013.

• Seven consultants were all natives of Malang, 

East Java.
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tak=...-ane and tak=...-ine in Peranakan

Table 2. Data of seven consultants in the survey

Three options:

(1) usual and acceptable (tidak aneh), 

(2) not sure for the acceptability (ragu-ragu), 

(3) unusual and strange, i.e. unacceptable (aneh)
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tak=...-ane and tak=...-ine in Peranakan

• The sentences to be judged:

1. Kelompok=e ini tak=ketua-nane/-ine.
'Let me be the leader of this group.'

2. Masakan=e tak=bumbo-nane/-nine.
'Let me give some spice to the dish.'

3. Arek=e tak=tamba-nane/-nine.

4. Arek=e tak=obat-ane/-ine.
'Let me cure the child.'

and other sentences
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tak=...-ane and tak=...-ine in Peranakan

Table 3. Results of -ane and -ine survey 
(+: acceptable, ?: not sure, -: unacceptable)
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tak=...-ane and tak=...-ine in Peranakan

Table 3. Results of -ane and -ine survey 
(+: acceptable, ?: not sure, -: unacceptable)
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tak=...-ane and tak=...-ine in Peranakan
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tak=...-ane and tak=...-ine in Peranakan
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tak=...-ane and tak=...-ine in Peranakan
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tak=...-ane and tak=...-ine in Peranakan
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Conclusions

• The difference between -ane and -ine in 

Peranakan has a relation with the base's 

language of origin. Forms with Indonesian or 

Indonesian/Javanese bases tend to have -ine

and forms with Javanese bases tend to have the 

same acceptability of -ane and -ine.

• -ine in Peranakan passive propositive comes 

from Indonesian -i, which perhaps in the 

beginning only combined with Indonesian and 

Indonesian/Javanese bases, but gradually 

became acceptable with Javanese bases.
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